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Suppose that I ask you 137 questions.
How many times have you moved?
Did you ever skip classes?
Do you ever become bored?
Then, having fed your answers through a sophisticated algorithm, I assign you a score
from 1 to 10—and if the result is too high, a judge will make you ineligible for release on bail or
recommend a harsher criminal sentence.
This is the reality of the Correctional Offender Management Profiling for Alternative
Sanctions (COMPAS), a common American criminal risk assessment tool 1. COMPAS’s 137
questions include details about the individual’s personal and criminal history—including the
seemingly mundane questions above 2. Its use in criminal sentencing has recently sparked
controversy; in 2016, the civic organization ProPublica published a report that criticized
COMPAS for bias against black defendants. Northpointe, the algorithm’s producer, rebutted the
report with its own analysis of fairness3. At the heart of the COMPAS controversy is an ethical
question surrounding the use of information technology in determining the course of lives.
My paper centers the COMPAS case within current debates in the field of data ethics.
Broadly speaking, data ethics deals with moral questions related to using data—its generation,
curation, and dissemination, as well as its role in algorithms and artificial intelligence4. COMPAS
is a particularly salient case study in this field because it sits at the crossroads of industry (for it
is a proprietary piece of software), government (where it is purchased and used), and civil
society (which is concerned about its legitimacy).
Unlike some scholars and advocacy groups in the field, I argue that there is a place for
algorithmic tools in the criminal justice system. However, their use should be redefined under a
human rights-based framework. The law loses transparency and accountability otherwise,
becoming subject to the arbitrary design choices of Northpointe and other profit-seeking
corporations. I make three recommendations for governments in future implementations of
risk-assessment tools. Drawing from an international body of literature, I argue that these tools
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should emphasize context rather than a raw score, that they should be decoupled from
corporations in order to increase transparency, and that they should be paired with initiatives
that generate oversight and raise awareness about bias.
The central tension in data ethics is one between opportunity and opportunism:
exabytes of collected information can better the lives of citizens in unprecedented ways, but
also leave room for breaches of ethics and privacy at an enormous scale. In other words, the
line between usefulness and invasion is incredibly fine. Consider the case of personal financial
and residential data, which play a large role in streamlining government services. Massive
collections of such data enable the identification of otherwise indiscernible patterns: the
American Internal Revenue Service uses data analytics to determine tax evasion and fraud;
cities use big data to prevent unnecessary residential vacancies and create smarter housing 5.
Simultaneously, the same data produces personal risk, particularly to marginalized
individuals and minorities who may be identified with the data. In a world where websites can
guess a user’s identity with just three basic data points—date of birth, ZIP code, and gender6—
data re-identification is a legitimate problem. When more pieces of information exist about an
individual, the k-anonymity (number of individuals who share the same trait) of the data
decreases7. This risk is further compounded when large data sets are merged, linked, or reused, making it even more likely that information about the same individual could be
connected8. Once this occurs, the data may be used for the purpose of “group discrimination
(e.g., ageism, ethnicism, sexism)” and even “group-targeted forms of violence9.”
Crucially, then, data ethics is charged with the task of balancing the potential for social
innovation with its risks. The world must grapple with a future where once well-established
institutions will experience a radical transformation. In the United States, for instance, the
incarceration rate is the highest in the world, and well over twice that of Israel—the distant
second place. Against a backdrop of overcrowded prisons and rising incarceration rates,
criminal justice reform turned digital: to the criminal risk assessment algorithm10. Those
optimistic about tools like COMPAS hope that, just as big data had boosted the efficiency of the
IRS and helped diagnose climate change problems in the UK11, so it could rescue a crippled U.S.
criminal justice system.
The resulting 137-question tool, intended to assess the rate of reoffending for a given
defendant, soon became mired in controversy. Although race is not among the factors assessed
in the COMPAS survey, the tool has suffered criticism for assigning black defendants higher risk
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scores. As ProPublica points out, among those who ultimately did not reoffend, blacks had a
42% chance of being assigned a high risk score—whereas whites were incorrectly labeled highrisk only 22% of the time12. Meanwhile, Northpointe rebuts that its tool has fair accuracy rates:
among those who were assigned a 7 out of 10, 60% of white defendants reoffended, as did 61%
of black defendants13.
This case is representative of the data ethics debate at its core: is the potentially
transformative benefit of an algorithmic tool (in this case, streamlining an overcrowded system
and adding a sense of impartiality) worth the cost of revealing and making skewed judgments
on the basis of race? And what, if anything, is the way forward for governments, industry, and
civil society stakeholders?
Presently, civil society groups such as the Partnership on AI are calling for “jurisdictions
to cease using the tools in decisions” altogether, arguing that the technology is simply not ready
in its current form14. However, this conclusion is too naive. It does not at all grapple with the
fact the government remains badly in need of reform, and ignores untapped potential in
algorithmic tools. Discrediting big data in criminal justice altogether throws the baby out with
the bathwater.
I instead propose a reframing of the COMPAS debate. The question is not so much a
dichotomy—use COMPAS or entirely discard it—as it is one of how governments can
appropriately and equitably integrate algorithmic tools into criminal justice. The COMPAS
debate, as it currently stands, is irresolvable because it relies on two mathematically
contradictory definitions of fairness. It is impossible to both be “fair” in Northpointe’s sense (to
have the score of 7 correspond to 60% regardless of race) and to be “fair” in ProPublica’s sense
(to have the same rate of false positives across races). Due to existing biases in the criminal
justice system, the recidivism rate of black defendants is higher than that of whites (52% versus
39%). This means that “a greater share of black defendants will be classified as high risk. And if
a greater share of black defendants is classified as high risk, then…a greater share of black
defendants who do not reoffend will also be classified as high risk15”—causing the systematic
racial bias that ProPublica points out.
In other words, it is not possible to design an algorithm that satisfies all definitions of
fairness. The United States must therefore reconsider its definition of fair, ethical policy
positions in the context of algorithmic tools.
Here, I draw from two recently proposed frameworks for the ethical use of artificial
intelligence. Vidushi Marda describes a three-stage framework for AI— Data, Model, and
Application16—through a case study of India. Marda’s argument is applicable to AI in general,
calling for an evaluation of factors such as training, data parity, and security within each stage.
More recently, ARTICLE19 proposed the notion of a “human rights-based approach to AI,”
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drawing from an international ethical and legal standard17. Both of these frameworks ground a
better approach to AI in the criminal justice system.
As the direct implementers of algorithmic tools, it is incumbent upon states to make the
ethical use of artificial intelligence a priority. ARTICLE19’s recommendation calls upon states to
“[h]old AI systems to accountability, responsibility, and constitutional standards without
dilution or exception”—a duty that is as important as it is incredibly expansive. Three specific
standards from Marda’s framework help to narrow the concerns relevant to criminal justice
reform: System and Historical Bias, Feature Selection, and Fairness. (Of course, there is also
plenty to be said of other issues, but I have chosen to focus on these three particularly central
standards.)
The first standard from Marda’s framework asks governments to consider whether data
can “cement, formalize and imbibe” biases in the algorithm’s greater environment18. The
second standard mandates oversight for data reidentification. Careless algorithmic design can
inadvertently reveal protected attributes (such as race) through the feature selection process19.
Many of the features used are often a proxy for race, even if race is never explicitly mentioned.
Finally, governments should pay close attention to tradeoffs inherent in attempting to achieve a
fair algorithm. The third standard makes clear that fairness often erodes competing values. For
instance, “[r]emoval of discrimination has been shown to reduce overall accuracy in a model 20.”
Held up against these standards, COMPAS fails in a few notable ways. Its one-size-fits-all
numerical score often erases nuances behind the data. The collated risk score conflates
correlated factors that in fact have very different causes. “The reasons for someone not
appearing in court, getting re-arrested, and/or getting convicted of a future crime are all very
distinct, so a high score…would group together people who are likely to have a less dangerous
outcome…with [those likely to have] more dangerous outcomes 21.” COMPAS thus produces the
very risk that Marda warns of in the second standard. Even though race is not explicitly used as
a feature, many of the features disproportionately relate to race—for instance, black
defendants are likely to have more prior arrests, causing the algorithm to implicitly create a
racial bias even when race is removed from the training data22.
These considerations point to the fact that, while Northpointe’s definition of fairness
(that 60% of white defendants and 61% of black defendants reoffend) is legitimate on face, it is
not worth the obvious tradeoffs to having fair outcomes. Evaluating COMPAS under a human
rights-centric framework should therefore lead us to prioritize the quality of treatment of
minority groups over the sanctity of a numerical fairness standard.
Note here that, unlike the Partnership on AI, I am not concluding that algorithmic tools
like COMPAS should be entirely abandoned. I advocate instead for a paradigm shift on the part
of governments as they implement algorithmic decision-making tools in criminal justice.
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Algorithms are “more than simple mathematical problems: they are socio-technical systems
that depend on the contextual setting in which they function 23.” As noted in the introduction, I
make three broad recommendations to this end: first, I recommend that criminal risk
assessment tools prioritize giving statistical insights over delivering a consolidated risk score.
Second, I recommend decoupling these tools from corporations, as copyrighted tools are
difficult to scrutinize. And finally, I recommend that the corrections departments introducing
these tools undertake initiatives to mitigate the risk of bias—for instance, by establishing an
ethical advisory board, conducting regular audits, and providing appropriate bias training for
police officers.
My first recommendation stems from a need to shift away from a single numerical
score. In addition to the mathematical impossibility of creating an unbiased score, providing
police officers a number with no context causes automation bias—in which “information
presented by a machine is viewed as inherently trustworthy and above skepticism24.” COMPAS
is, in fact, an example of this effect. Its current use suggests a tendency to trust the algorithm
even in cases where it is contextually inappropriate. For example, COMPAS is typically used on a
local or regional basis, yet it was trained on a nationwide sample (which may not be
representative of local trends). Moreover, although COMPAS was not originally developed for
use during sentencing—and was meant to merely assess recidivism risk—judges frequently do
incorporate COMPAS scores in sentencing decisions25.
In the future, numerical scores should not be presented in isolation. They should, at
minimum, include details about the source of data, the potential bias, and the original intended
use of the tool. Officers who use the tools should be empowered to make decisions given a full
understanding, rather than be blindly led to trust the computer. Individuals whose lives are
impacted by an algorithm’s judgement also have a right to understand how and why the
decision was found. Even though current technology is far from a truly “explainable AI,” the
algorithmic system should disclose the specific measures that were used in the decision-making
process. These explanation facilities would enable “individuals and users assess [to] whether a
given output is justified, and whether they should seek a remedy through the courts 26.”
Furthermore, tools should prioritize delivering information about trends at the systemic
level rather than attempting to over-generalize group data for individual defendants. One yetunexplored use of big data is to question longstanding assumptions in criminal justice: whether
mental health leads to violence; whether incarceration effectively decreases recidivism;
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whether community policing reduces crime27. In this way, a new opportunity for dialogue
opens.
My second recommendation emerges from comparing COMPAS to its UK counterpart,
the Harm Assessment Risk Tool (HART). Notably, the UK has a far less commercial approach to
developing such tools. Unlike COMPAS, which is owned by Northpointe and licensed to
individual jurisdictions, HART was created in a collaborative effort between the Durham
Constabulary (a UK police department) and the University of Cambridge28. This collaborative
approach increases the transparency of the development process. In contrast, despite
widespread criticism of bias, it is difficult to fully investigate COMPAS because it is a piece of
proprietary software. As one group of computer science researchers explain, “Northpointe has
refused to disclose the details of its proprietary algorithm. …That’s understandable:
Northpointe needs to protect its bottom line. But it raises questions about relying on for-profit
companies to develop risk assessment tools29.” I recommend that corrections departments
avoid using algorithmic tools that, for copyright reasons, cannot be scrutinized. Governments
should not outsource the execution of their laws to a corporation.
Finally, I recommend establishing institutional oversight for algorithmic tools. One
generally successful example of such oversight is the West Midlands Ethics Committee in the
United Kingdom. Following the introduction of algorithmic decision-making for criminal cases,
the West Midlands Police and Crime Commissioner established an ethics board to oversee
algorithms’ use and evaluation. The board is an excellent example of engaging civil society
stakeholders. It is comprised mostly of residents in the West Midlands community, who have a
“diverse range of relevant skills and experiences” and an equal gender balance30.
HART provides another example of oversight. Officers who use HART undergo
substantial bias awareness training. The training materials make clear that HART is not meant
to provide a comprehensive picture; “the custody officers… remain the decision makers and
must ensure that the HART output is but one factor they consider alongside all of the many
other factors they are statutorily obliged to consider 31.”
These examples constitute important steps in the right direction. Certainly the UK’s
approach is far from perfect: a June 2019 report by the Law Society of England and Wales found
“a lack of explicit standards, best practice, and openness or transparency about the use of
algorithmic systems in criminal justice across England and Wales 32.” Moreover, HART has raised
its own set of controversies over bias and data privacy 33. Though we should laud these
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examples of involving civil society stakeholders and implementing anti-bias training, clearly
much work remains.
In short, as governments decide how to incorporate big data into institutional reform,
they should adopt a critical lens that acknowledges the risk that algorithms will link disparate
features together, re-identifying sensitive demographic information and perpetuating
oppression of minority groups. Especially because algorithms appear unbiased on the surface,
“it will often not be clear to a human operator that an algorithmic criminal justice tool needs
reconsideration34.” States that hope to invest in AI must recognize that these tools can as easily
solve their problems as they can re-intrench them. When the tools are implemented, it is
governments’ duty to enshrine the human rights-based approach to AI in policy. Per
ARTICLE19’s recommended paradigm, states should conduct “human rights impact
assessments…[and] continuous auditing. These are not systems that can simply be rolled out.
They should instead be tailored to the exact context and use for which they are intended 35.”
These ethical protections should also be understood in the context of equal protection
and due process law within their respective jurisdictions. Although a full legal review of the
scholarship on this matter is out of scope, it should be noted that many of the concerns raised
in this paper also have a basis in legal literature. Differences in legal tradition also explain the
distinct approaches to algorithmic decision-making seen in the U.S. and the UK. However, I have
attempted in this paper to ground my recommendations in an international human rights
paradigm, rather than appeal to the law of any particular jurisdiction.
Ultimately, racial equity in the criminal justice system should be motivated by a humanrights centered data ethics, in which issues such as reidentification risk and automation bias
remain front and center. In a world where 137 questions can condemn a life, governments
ought to orient themselves toward a more equitable future, rather than cling to a flawed past.
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